ICAO completes all essential components for CORSIA implementation package

CORSIA MRV started on 1 January 2019

- CORSIA SARPs (Annex 16, ETM, Volume IV)
- CORSIA States
- CORSIA Eligible Fuels
- CORSIA Eligible Emissions Units
- CORSIA Central Registry (CCR)

ICAO CORSA CERT

CORSIA Implementation Elements

- Default life cycle values
- Methodologies for actual life cycle values
- Eligible SCS
- Updated default life cycle values
- Updated methodologies for actual life cycle values
- Updated SCS requirements
- Updated eligible emissions units

States reporting of 2019 and 2020 CO₂ data through the CCR

Total average 2019-2020 emissions by State pair

88 volunteer States for 2021
107 volunteer States for 2022
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